Copyright issues in Academic Libraries

PROGRAMME

Date of Seminar: Monday 23 October 2017
Venue: Royal Irish Academy, 19 Dawson Street, Dublin 2
Course: CONUL/ANLTC 2017:06

10.00 Arrival and registration (coffee)

10.20 Introduction to the day

10.30 Eoin O’Dell, Trinity College, Dublin. Keynote – Overview of copyright: principles behind the current legislation; what is required in the future

11.30 Coffee break

11.50 Clare Lanigan, Digital Repository of Ireland – Copyright in digital environments

12.45–1.45 Lunch will be provided at the seminar venue.

1.50 Lightening talks in association with CONUL Standing Committee of Regulatory Affairs
Chair: Margaret Flood, Trinity College, Dublin

☐ Feel the fear and do it anyway: lessons from the experience of UK academic librarians with copyright – Elizabeth Murphy, MU
☐ Copyright and Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) – Anita Wilcox, UCC & Cora Gleeson, UL
☐ Copyright and licensing of e–resources – Ronan Kennedy, NUIG
☐ The HE Library’s role in promotion and communication on copyright – Marie Burke, UCD & Yvonne Desmond, DIT
☐ Coming down the tracks: General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) & European Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market – Siobhan Fitzpatrick, RIA & Margaret Flood, TCD

Each lightening talk will be 10 minutes with 5 minutes for questions.

3.20 Samantha Holman, Irish Copyright Licensing Agency. An overview of the current ICLA/HE sector agreement. What it means for Irish Higher Education institutions, what it covers in Ireland and via agreements with sister agencies elsewhere

3.50–4.10 Discussion and close of seminar
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